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Has spring sprung?
Welcome to the first of our newsletters
from the team at Peter Walsh & Associates
(PW&A).
The aim of these bulletins will be to give you
updates and pass on relevant and timely
information about what is happening both
here at PW&A and in the wider livestock
markets.
Following the cold winter most of us have
endured, we are looking forward to spring
shaping up. What we need mostly is to have
some warmth and sunshine. For those on
the east coast some useful rain, but not
enough to hold up the tailing. The lambs in
the early lambing country are getting a taste
for grass and this is adding to the pressure.
Most regions are crying out for more feed,
and for some, it would just take a lift in soil
temperatures to see it start to move.

promising for chilled lamb markets. In some
cases, prices are better than last year, which
are also being supported by the much softer
NZD.
iFarm says some companies are also
reporting the volumes are on par with last
year. The Christmas chilled trade period,
typically underpins lamb prices and with
supplies expected to be tight through
October, and this is expected to see
procurement ramp up.
However, they do warn there is only a small
window of opportunity before the chilled
period ends and overseas demand reverts
to cheaper frozen lamb.

A decent drop of warm rain is just what
many farmers need and it looks as if their
request may be answered this month. While
the days are on average warming up, frosts
and limited rain mean that significant grass
growth is still a way off.

iFarm also reports that high cull numbers
and an adjustment to schedule prices for
M Cow has been reflected by lower auction
prices recently. Farmers are culling lesser
performing-cow heards to bring some cash
flow in. iFarm says demand for the better
types remains strong, and cattle prices are
expected to remain steady, as some buyers
are prepared to wait a few more weeks until
there is some sure sign of grass growth.

A recent report from market analysts iFarm
say early indications (from some contacts)
are that negotiations and sales are looking

Recent reports suggest NZ has shipped
89% of its US quota. If that is the case there
is roughly 23,000 tonnes left for the rest

Peter Walsh

of the year. Some manufacturing meat is
being diverted away from the US into other
markets. However; there is a significant cost
to do this, given the lower asking prices
in these markets. And this will have to be
reflected in the schedules (some of which
we are already seeing).
In the meantime, for any queries on livestock
sales or buying and selling animals, feel free
to get in touch with us here at PW&A on 03
687 4440 or email office@peterwalsh.co.nz.
Alternatively contact your local PW&A
broker. For all our contacts and details see
our team on page 8 of this newsletter.

13 years and getting stronger and better
“Peter Walsh & Associates Ltd commenced
trading on February 6 2002, with Hamish &
Jo Lane and Karen and I as joint owners,”
says Peter Walsh.
That is still the case today.
“However, during this time we have grown
– from just the two brokers on the road
servicing South Canterbury to now having
38 Brokers covering the entire South Island
– administered by nine excellent broker and
client support staff,” Peter adds.

“I can only describe the past 13 years as
being the experience of a life time.”
Peter believes that none of this could have
been achieved without the tremendous
support of, PW&A’s outstanding clientele.
“We thank you for your continued belief in
us.”
Of course, with this growth there has been
a requirement to plan for the future.
“Since March 2014, the board of PW&A
have been diligently working through the

Peter Walsh (L)
and Hamish ‘Spike’
Lane in action

very important issue of succession and
future planning for the business,” Peter
explains.
“As this has evolved, there has been a
whole raft of management decisions made
to achieve a seamless transition.”
He says that always – top of mind – has been
ensuring that none of these decisions will
impact negatively on our staff, customers
and – of course where it all starts – with
our clients.
“We also had to accept that the day-today management of PW&A needed to
change from being solely the owners/
directors responsibility; to people with the
skills and time to give a more focused and
specific approach of what is now required
in the livestock industry and for a growing
business.”
You will find all the details of our company
structure – directors, brokers and sales
support – on the Our Team page of this
newsletter.
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Spike moves on
company; I am delighted for him and
his family that he is now in a position to
follow his dream of a lifetime.
Spike & Jo are full partners in PW&A
from its inception back in 2002 and
their contribution to its success over
that time has been immense. Spike has
been an important and integral part in
the growth and success of the business
over the past 13 years. His decision to
leave PW&A is a real good news/bad
news story.

Thirteen years after helping establish
Peter Walsh & Associates (PW&A),
Hamish (Spike) Lane has signalled
that he wishes to leave the business
and pursue his lifetime goal of fulltime
farming.

The bad news is he is leaving us.
However, the good news is that Spike
has given us plenty of notice and will
not be leaving his day-to-day role with
the company until February 2016 –
and will still be available in an advisory
capacity to continue to mentor and
guide our new broker/s after that time.
This gives us all plenty time to transition
the business in a timely and careful
manner.

While I am sad – and indeed quite
emotional – about Hamish leaving the

An important part of this transition
process has been letting our clients

Hamish ‘Spike’ Lane

know first-hand that this change is
happening. We wanted you to hear this
news direct from us – rather than from
other parties.
Both Hamish and I want to reassure
customers and clients that we are
determined in keeping the integrity and
style of the business – as we have right
from Day 1.
We are also determined to build on
what we have accomplished over the
past 13 years and to ensure PW&A
addresses the needs of our clients as
our company continues to grow and
develop. They will continue to enjoy the
same top level of service and direction
from PW&A as we move forward
together into the future.
We want to thank clients and customers
for continued support and business
over the years. Despite this change,
you can be assured that PW&A remains
the same fair operators, who know
livestock and work hard to secure the
best deal for our clients.

‘Dairy-centric’ focus needs to change
NEW ZEALAND has become overly
‘dairy-centric’, according to the global
head of agribusiness at KPMG.

Ian Proudfoot is trying to move the
conversation away from the doom and
gloom of the dairy sector and to focus
more on the other primary sectors
performing well at present.

“By that time NZ will be earning $100b
in export revenue. To me beef and
veal is the biggest category and the
dominant category.”

KPMG has been putting out the
message that farming systems, now
deeply in debt, need flexibility in their
systems to cope when times get tough.

He also wants people to look out 20
years and get a sense of the huge
opportunities that will open up for NZ.

He says farmers who have developed
good governance structures and have
thought about risk will recover from any
crisis better than those living from hand
to mouth.

Proudfoot says for the last two years

Proudfoot believes the fallout from the
present dairy crisis will not be as bad
as many commentators are saying. He
says while it will affect people directly
involved in servicing the dairy sector,
he doesn’t think the effects will be as
drastic as some people suggest.
In the long term, he says, the beef
industry has the potential to be the
biggest export category because there
is a bigger world market for it. He
believes the time is now right to look at a
vision for 2035.

KPMG’s Ian Proudfoot believes the fallout from the current dairy downturn will not be as bad as many are predicting
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All the action at Auction
Finance
available
A unique feature of Peter Walsh
& Associates is our Finance
Company – Peter Walsh &
Associates (PW&A) Finance.
While this is a standalone
company, it is an interal part
of our business has been set
up to strengthen and grow the
company’s existing livestock
trading business.
PW&A Finance specialises in
short-term financing (up to 12
months) of day-to-day livestock
transactions, specifically:
• Funding for the purchase of
trading or finishing stock

When it comes to trading
livestock and achieving the best
market price, the team at Peter
Walsh & Associates (PW&A)
believe you can’t go past the
Auction system.
The company
expertise in:

has

particular

• Sale yards selling, conducting
and
organising
livestock
auction sales throughout the
South Island – from seven
public sale yard bases – on
more than 200 days each year
• On-farm livestock auctions
• Clearing sale auctions
In addition, there are two high-profile
PW&A mid-winter machinery auctions
held during July in South Canterbury.
The company has a professional team
of auctioneers – expertly supported
by a back office that seamlessly
processes the traditionally-cumbersome
administration that accompanies auction
sales.

• Funding to meet contract
finishing requirements for
exporters

An IT system, which the brokers feed
directly into via field-based technology,
fast tracks sales and facilitates a
speedy flow of information back to both
vendors and the purchasing public.

• Advances against future sales
of owner-bred livestock

PW&A can advise on the optimum
timing of an auction, document costs,
complete the advertising, and select

Temuka Sale Yards

and draft the livestock. In the case
of clearing sales, staff will set up and
lay out surplus plant and machinery
correctly, as well as market the livestock
and plant on offer.
On sale day, expected values are
provided to vendors by the auctioneer.
Administration staff facilitate postauction deliveries, record sold items
and collect purchasers’ payments. At
the end of the day, the vendor receives a
detailed account for that day – with the
full proceeds payment (less expenses)
made 14 days from sale date.
If you would like to speak to a PW&A
broker in your region and learn more
about the auction system, you will find
their details on page 8 of this newsletter.

• Finance is not provided for
Mortgages or Farm Machinery
loans.

For
clients
wanting
more
information about or how our
Finance division works; feel free
to contact Karen or Rob whose
contact details are on page 8.
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Kiwi sheep flourish on Mexican pastures
Some 45,000 sheep and 3,000 cattle, exported from Timaru, arrived in Mexico safe and sound in late
June; thanks to the dedication and hard work of the team at Peter Walsh & Associates and their suppliers.
AFTER 15 days and six hours at sea,
the MV Nada berthed in Manzanillo –
located on the Pacific Ocean and one
of the busiest ports in Mexico – in late
June and 45,110 breeding ewes and
3,224 cattle sourced from New Zealand
were unloaded and quarantined on
‘quality’ Mexican pastures.
Some 100 trucks took three days to
unload (one of the largest live sheep
breeding exports in NZ’s history) to
quarantine and then on to help droughtstricken Mexican farmers re-stock their
farms after one of the worst droughts
on record in that country.
The sheep on arrival were in such good
condition they’d put on an average 4kg
a head.
“This meant the Mexican trucks
(supposed to take 350 sheep each
load) had to reduce that number to
305 because of their size,” Peter Walsh
says. “Both myself and the Mexican
authorities were very pleased with the
state and health of the stock when they
arrived.”

The MV Nada leaves Timaru bound for Mexico

Deaths on board the ship were very low
– only 136 (0.3%) of sheep and just one
cattle-beast lost, well under NZ normal
farming attrition rates. MPI reported
191 sheep and one cow died – 0.42%
and 0.03%.
Peter says the difference was down to
MPI’s count at the quarantine facility,
while his was taken when the ship
docked. He says the MV Nada had
the capacity to take 110,000 sheep or
20,000 cattle – more than double the

numbers exported – meaning there
was plenty of room for the animals to
move around during the voyage.
Discussions about the possible shipment
first started in September 2014, but
it was not until mid-February this year
that we got the all-clear to start buying
livestock. Meanwhile, the go-ahead for
the cattle part of the shipment came
much later.
“We got the all-clear for the cattle at
11pm on Thursday April 9,” Peter
adds.” I remember it well because we
started buying cattle for the shipment
at the sale the very next day.”
The sheep were procured from 74
farms from around the South Island by
the PW&A team and then transported
to the feedlot in Mid Canterbury. Here
they were transitioned for two-three
weeks and pre-conditioned on a mix of
specially prepared baleage and pellet
feed (similar to what they would be
given on the ship) and fed three times
a day.

It took 100 trucks three days to unload the ship once it reached Mexico
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On arrival at the feedlot all the animals
were scanned and blood tested for
Johnes disease, then given a drench
and pour-on lice treatment. Peter
says any animals with Johnes were
rejected, along with any others not up
to standard. In total, 48,000 sheep were
bought for shipping, but only a little over
45,000 were shipped, with 8% culled.
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Secrecy a
necessity
PETER WALSH knew it would be
necessary to keep news of the live
shipment as quiet as possible, due
to the stir it would cause by animal
activists and other “ill-informed”
commentators.
“We were confident the animals
would arrive safe and sound, but
because we could not prove that
until they arrived we decided it was
best to keep our heads down,”
Peter explains.
The sheep were in such good knick when they got to Mexico they had put on an average of 4kg each

“The decision on which animals would
eventually be shipped (or not) was not
made by us,” Peter explains. “It was
decided by five vets appointed by the
Mexican Government and the team
from Asure Quality; we just had to stand
back and watch.”
On June 10, 20 trucks loaded with
500 sheep each time, headed from the
feedlot to Timaru and back three times.
The sheep were loaded onto the ship in
17 hours and the cattle in around eight
hours. When the ship left Timaru port it
had perfect conditions – a temperature
of 10-12OC, which gradually rose to
30OC as it neared Mexican shores.
Peter says – “top” stockmen were
aboard from Australia and Mexico as
well as our own Martie Gregory Hunt.
A Mexican vet ensured the livestock
travelled well and they all reported the
animals were in “excellent order” when
they arrived.

export; two thirds came from North
Otago and northwards, the remainder
from Otago and Southland. Another
$4.5 million was spent on procuring the
cattle,” Peter says.
“When you consider these [sheep]
farmers were paid around $130 a head,
compared with around $90 locally, it
makes a big difference to their incomes.
That’s an extra $40 a head farmers can
spend in their local regions.”
Peter adds that including the 52 staff
working at the feedlot, stockmen on
the ship, Asure Quality staff, transport
companies and the farmers who
benefited; the shipment was a big boost
to the South Island economy during a
difficult, dry season.
“We are delighted how this shipment
went and, you don’t know, there may
be opportunities in the future.”

Each day of the voyage Peter received
an email update detailing what the
animals were fed, how they were
travelling and any sick animals in the
‘hospital pens’ as well as whether any
had died.
“Around $10.5 million was paid to the
74 farmers for the sheep bought for

P 03 687 4440

PW&A’s own Martie Gregory-Hunt (second from
right) was part of the crew of top stockmen and
vets who looked after the animals in transit
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He admits it was frustrating to hear
all the misinformation put across
in the media and believes animal
activist groups get far too much
unquestioned media coverage.
“We respect the right of people to
have a different view, but they need
to be better informed and some
media need to question this. Some
of the comments and claims made
about the welfare of the animals
and the end purpose of the sheep
was pie-in-the-sky rubbish.”
Peter wishes the live export critics
would be fairer in getting their
points across. He says the animals’
welfare and NZ’s reputation were
well protected by staff of both MPI
and Asure Quality.
“Claims that the sheep would be
slaughtered on arrival were just
silly. By the time these sheep got
to Mexico they were worth around
US$360. That is a very expensive
chop!”
Peter says the sheep were bought
by the Mexican Government to
encourage farmers ravaged by
drought in the past few years to
continuing farming in the region –
rather than moving to already overcrowded cities in Mexico.
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Lamb steady, beef booming

According to the ASB’s Farmshed
Economics report for August – it is a tale
of two different stories for beef and lamb.
ASB rural economist Nathan Penny
says while lamb prices lifted over the
month – they normally do at this quiet
time of the season. He says with the
NZ$ largely going sideways over the
month, the lift is similar in both in NZD
and foreign currency terms.

“But putting aside seasonal
factors and the earlier NZ$
fall, nothing much is doing
in lamb markets. The same
recent drivers of the price
weakness are still in play,”
Penny adds. “Lamb supply,
in particular, continues to be
strong, pushing down prices.
Strong domestic production
in the key UK and Chinese
markets has increased lamb
(and sheep meat) supply.
Supply has been similarly
high both here in NZ and
over in Australia.

“All up, we expect underlying lamb
prices (in foreign currency terms) to
remain weak over the next few months,
particularly relative to a year ago.”
However, Penny says with further
potential NZ$ falls and the normal
seasonal lift in prices may well lead to a
modest lift farmgate prices.

Meanwhile, the ASB report says that
records continue to tumble for beef prices.
“Over the July-August, the Beef Index
has lifted a further 7%, setting fresh
record highs. However, a potential
price ceiling is emerging. It is likely
that NZ will fill its US quota earlier this
year, compared to last. This means
that average export prices may fall or
plateau as meat companies are forced
to divert beef to other lower-paying
markets over coming months.
However Penny adds whether this
translates into lower farmgate prices is
less clear.
“Some meat companies may still have
their share of quota in hand. As a result,
robust local competition for beef is likely
to keep prices strong. Either way, beef
prices are likely to stay high over the
coming months, although, the current
stratospheric prices may give way to
merely sky-high ones. With that in mind,
the outlook for the beef sector remains
very positive.”

Sheep numbers down, productivity up
SHEEP PRODUCTIVITY has improved
against a background of a massive
drop in stock numbers since 1990,
says Beef + Lamb NZ chief economist
Andrew Burtt.
Speaking at the Red Meat Sector
Conference in Nelson recently Burtt
noted that ewe lambing performance
had jumped from 100% to 123% and
lamb weight had climbed 27% from
14.35kg/head in 1990 to 18kg/head
in 2014-15.

when one considers sheep and
beef farming has been squeezed
from ‘below’ (best land going to
dairying, housing/lifestyle, viticulture,
horticulture, etc) and from ‘above’
(conservation estate, forestry in hard
country) therefore pushing it more into
the hills.”
He
attributes
the
productivity
improvements to farmers adopting

a wide range of “technologies” breeding animals, better pasture
species and better management of
livestock feed/feed conversion.
Also helping productivity is farmers’
focus on delivering lambs at the
right times in response to customer
(processing and exporting companies)
price signals that reward good
specification and desired weights.

Lamb sold in 1990-91 was 9.76kg/
ewe; this has jumped 90% to
18.53kg/ewe last season.
At the same time, sheep numbers
had dropped almost 50%, from 60
million to 30 million.
Beef cattle numbers fell 20%, from
about 44m to 40m; dairy cow
numbers jumped 95% to nearly 7m.
Burtt says sheep industry productivity
has done very well, “especially
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Red meat on the
brink of greatness?
Research from ANZ has underlined the
huge performance potential of the red
meat industry.
It also identified significant barriers that
need to be overcome, if the sector is to
once again be a driving force in the New
Zealand economy.
The annual ANZ Privately Owned
Business Barometer survey found the
top performing farmers were achieving
returns on investment that outshone
almost any other producers in New
Zealand. However, a larger number
of farms were achieving more modest
returns and comparatively flat growth.
“The red meat industry is at a tipping
point. The world wants New Zealand
red meat and high-performing farmers
are taking full advantage of that with
returns that are among the best of any
agri sector in the country,” said Graham
Turley, managing director commercial &
agri at ANZ.
“The challenge now is to narrow
the range of performance across
the industry. High performers have
confidence in the future of the industry
and they back their ability to make a

difference to the productivity of their
business,” Turley added.
Key findings
• 26% of red meat respondents
were very optimistic about the NZ
economy over the next three years
(38% for dairy, 39% for commercial)
• 32% of red meat respondents were
very optimistic about the prospects
for their sector over the next three
years (44% for dairy, 43% for
commercial)
• 74% of red meat farms were family
owned businesses
• 70% of respondents identified
succession as an issue – higher than
any other sector, including dairy (60%)
• 42% of red meat farms benchmark
against similar farms annually (36%
for dairy)
• Improving pasture and forage was the
most popular investment to increase
farm production (69%) followed by
new fencing (59%), increasing fertiliser
application (53%) and improved
animal genetics (46%).

PW&A ensures
Coalgate
remains a
saleyards town
Canterbury Central Saleyards Ltd
(CCSL) is located in Coalgate,
Canterbury – 10 minutes from
Darfield.
It is jointly owned and run by
livestock companies Hazlett Rural
Ltd and Peter Walsh & Associates
Ltd (PW&A)
Coalgate has had a long history of
being a saleyards township – with
the original Coalgate Saleyards
opened in 1898 by Sir John Hall.
Some 110 years later – in 2009 –
CCSL purchased the yards and
has since then made significant
upgrades. These include an
impressive cattle weigh and NAIT
reading system, larger cattle
and sheep yards, on-site offices
and functional loading bays for
transporters.
CCSL is also a NAIT-accredited
facility and information provider as
well.
The Coalgate Saleyards provide
excellent penning and drafting
facilities, which not only allows
perspective purchasers adequate
time to do their buying selection,
but also significantly speeds up
the actual process time during the
sales.
Auctions are held at Coalgate
every Thursday on the following
timetable:
• Prime Sheep - 9am
• Prime & Store Cattle - 11am
• Store Sheep – 11am

ANZ has found that top performing sheep and beef farmers
outshine almost all other producers in NZ
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Company Structure
PWA Board
Chair – Peter Walsh
Director – Hamish Lane
Director – Jim Greenslade
Director – Craig Buckley

General Manger
Peter Walsh

IT & Commercial Services
Justin Ward

Sales

Sales Support
Operations &
Finance Manager

Northern Region
Livestock Manager

Central Region
Livestock Manager

Southern Region
Livestock Manager

Karen Walsh
027 820 1442

Grant Weir
027 801 2106

Stuart Blake
027 4339 088

Jack Meehan
027 432 4284

Finance

Brokers

Brokers

Brokers

Gary Batchelor
027 489 3265

Wayne Andrews
027 484 8232

Tim Bell
027 684 7226

Derek Brown
021 226 2702

Sam Bell
027 476 6769

Matt Green
027 522 4388

Ben Greenslade
021 656 813

Max Bensemann
027 561 0000

Gregor Laughton
027 290 6780

Jim Greenslade
027 561 4416

Don Borlase
027 561 4025

Craig Kendall
021 656 290

Dave Hardy
027 544 4333

Craig Buckley
027 561 4652

Paul McCabe
027 203 8370

John Harrison
027 435 6243

Dean Cox
027 561 5007

Kevin White
021 656 871

Sam Houston
021 969 844

Martie G-Hunt
03 3050 458

Andy Miller
027 403 3024

Lindsay Holland
027 226 6048

Alby Orchard
027 534 5753

Hamish Lane
027 561 4056

Glenn Peddie
027 687 6695

Regan Laughton
027 561 4060

James Penny
022 377 6732

Di Medlicott
027 208 2932

James Perkins
027 232 8052

Andrew Scott
022 184 3204

Brad Turner
021 027 20303

Maddision Taylor
021 656 851

Mark Woods
027 656 0835

Hamish Zuppicich
027 403 3025

Karen Walsh
027 820 1442
Rob Jeffries
027 801 0167

Broker &
Client Support
Dawn Bisdee
Dianne Conlon
Emma Prestidge
Bianca Sloan
Alicia Taylor
Kate Walter
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